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exerted on a large mass of metal by a trace of another metal or 
metalloid-that is, by a quantity so small that it appears to be 
out of all proportion to the mass in which it is distributed. 

I think it may safely be asserted that in no other branch of 
applied science has the operator to deal with quantities that are 
at once so vast and so minute ; an:l the course will not have 
proceeded far before you will recognise this fact. 

It may be that the trace to be extracted is alone of value-as, 
for instance, the few grains of gold that can be profitably 
extracted from each ton of a material, which, though containing 
only one part of gold in five millions by volume, is thereby 
entitled to be regarded as an auriferous deposit that can be profit 
ably worked; or it may be the minute percentage of a metalloid 
which must be extracted in order that the physical properties of 
a large mass of metal may not be entirely altered. 

[Numerous instances of the influence of small traces of metals 
and metalloids, including the following, were then given:-] 

In 1866 Graham showed,l by experiments with which I had 
the privilege of being connected, that the presence of occluded 
gases in metals often exerts a marked influence on their molecular 
structure. In the case of iron he urged that metallurgists should 
study the effects of occluded gases, more especially carbonic 
oxide, the weight of which, according to his experiments, could 
not exceed the 1\- per cent. of the weight of iron in which it was 
present. The significance of such facts is now under considera
tion by a Committee of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers," 
and the question of the presence of gas in steel, either occluded 
or retained in the form of bubbles, is further being investigated 
by Chernoff, 3 Miiller, 4 and others. 

M. Nyst, of the Brussels Mint, has lately found that the 
presence of 1\"0 per cent. of silicon in standard gold will so affect 
its molecular grouping as to render it possible for a thin strip 
to bend by its own weight, as zinc would, in the flame of a 
candle. 

The growing importance of physical research in connection 
with metallurgy is shown by the fact that physical methods are 
now constantly appealed to by those interested in metallurgy, 
more especially in the case of iron and steel. \V e are told, for 
instance, that the hardness of steel may be correctly inferred 
from a numerical determination of its coercive force; 5 it is 
sought to establhh the actual nature of the change in the mode 
of existence of the carbon in steel that accompanies hardening by 
determining its thermo-electric properties ; 6 and the hope is held 
out 7 to us tbat the time will soon come when boiler-makers will 
electrically test their plates, posdbly by the aid Of the induction
balance, just as they now test them for ductility and tenacity. I 
can only add the expression of a belief that this powerful weapon 
of molecular research which Prof. Hughes has given us will yield 
good results in the hands of some of you. 

The results of mechanical tests are also of the highest impor
tance. Not long since the appearance of the fracture of a 
>ample of metal was considered to afford trustworthy and suffi· 
cient evidence as to its nature and properties; but such rough 
methods have given place, in the hands of Kirkaldy and others, 
to the rigorous physical and mechanical investigation to which 
metals must now be submitted as a matter of ordinary routine, 
The results, tabulated or plotted into curves, which mark the 
influence of each constituent or impurity, form permanent 
records of the greatest value. 8 

It has only been possible for me to indicate the more impor
tant conditions affecting the successful practice of metallurgy. 
I have traced the relation between technical and scientific 
workers; but there is yet another condition of somewhat recent 
growth. The enormous scale on which operations are now con
ducted renders it more necessary than formerly for those engaged 
in metallurgical enterprise to seek the aid of capitalists. The 
result is that a large share in the control of many important 
works falls to the non-scientific members of the Board of Direc· 
tors, men of high commercial ability, but whose knowledge of the 
importance of scientific work is necessarily limited. It is true that 
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they may recognise the necessity for scientific aid in the works 
with which they are connected, but they are too often unconscious 
of the labour and difficulty that are involved in the attainment 
of accurate scientific knowledge. I am convinced, however, 
that facts are gradually compelling them to recognise that the 
value of a metal may entirely depend on whether it does or does 
not contain a trace of impurity, and that the exact method of 
treatment to be adopted depends much on the character of the 
materials employed ; they will therefore examine more carefully 
than they have hitherto done the qualifications of men to whom 
important duties are entrusted, and will insist that the services 
of-only adequately trained metallurgists shall be secured. 

I shall have to direct your attention to the minute care with 
which details affecting commercial interests are now investi· 
gated ; 1 and your success will further depend on the facility 
with which you are able to use the "tools of thought" furnished 
by chemistry, physics, and mechanics. Whether yon will ever 
possess the tact and judgment necessary to direct such works as 
Dowlais with an army of Io,ooo people, obviously depends on 
perS)nal qualifications which I can but little influence. 

I venture to hope that you will, by original research, add to 
the general advance of science, for, as the late Prof. Clifford has 
reminded us, what have often proved to be the most useful parts 
of science have been investigated for the sake of trnth, and not 
for their usefulness. 

Dr. Percy found metallurgy practised in this country mainly 
as an empirical art. He may well feel, to borrow the words of 
an old writer, that in his hands "the business of metallurgy and 
essaying has not only been illustrated but also improv'd, 
amended, and enrich'd"; for his works contain a record of its 
progress, his teaching and researches have secured it a scientific 
basis, and he has trained a body of scientific workers, in whose 
hands the immediate future of metallurgy to a great extent rests. 
Bearing in mind how much the progress of our science means to 
England, I cannot but be conscious that, in attempting to 
continue this work, I undertake a grave responsibility. 

ON AN EXPERIMENTAL ILLUSTRATION OF 
MINIMUM ENERGY 2 

THIS illustration consists of a liquid gyrootat of exactly the 
same construction as that described and represented by the 

annexed drawing, repeated from NATURE, February 1, 1877, 
p. 297, 298, with the difference that the figure of the shell is 

instead of oblate. The experiment was in fact conducted 
w1th the actual apparatus which was exhibited to the British 
Associ!.tion at Glasgow in 1876, altered by the substitution of a 

ot!!---------·-·--- ·---7, 

shell having its equatorial diameter about 1°0 of its axial diameter, 
for the shell with axial diameter r"o of equatorial diameter which 
was used when the apparatus was shown as a successful gyrostat. 

:r In illustration of this see an exhaustive mathematical paper on the values 
of iron ores, by Prof. A. Habets: Cuyjer' s Revue Universelle des Mines 
(r8n). t. i. p. 504. 

2 By Sir William Thomson, F.R.S. British Association, Swansea, Section A. 
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The oblate and prolate shells were each of them made from the 
two hemispheres of sheet copper which plumbers solder together 
to make their globular floaters. By a little hammering it is easy 
to alter the hemispheres to the proper shapes to make either the 
prolate cr the oblate figure. 

Theory bad pointed out that the rotation of a liquid in a rigid 
shell of oval figure, being a configuration of maximum energy for 
rriven vorticity, would be unstable if the containing vessel is left 
to itself Eupported on imperfectly elastic although it 
would be stable if the vessel were held absolutely fixed, or borne 
by perfectly elastic supports, or left to it£elf in >pace unacted on 

by external force; and it was to illustrate this theory that the 
cval shell was made and filled with water and placed in the 
apparatus. The result of the first trial was literally startling, 
:::!though it ought not to have been so, as it was merely a reali
satic•n of what had been anticipated by theory. The frame
work was held as firmly as possible by one person with his two 
hands, keeping it as steady as he could. The spmning by 
means of a fine cord t round a small V pulley of diameter 
on the axis of the oval shell, and passing round a large fly-wheel 
of 3 feet diameter turned at the rate of about one round per 

was continued for several minutes. This in the case of 
the oblate shell, a> was known from previous experiments, would 
have given amply sufficient rotation to the contained water to 
cause the apparatus to act with great firmness like a wlid 
g-yrosta.t. In the fir&t experiment with the oval >hell the shell 
was seen to be rotating with great velocity during the last minute 
of the spinning; bnt the moment it wa' relea, eu from the cord, 
aud when, holding the framewo :·k in my hands, I commenced 
carrying it towards the horizontal glass table to test its gyrostatic 
quality, the framework which I he'd in my hands gave a violent 
ti!lcontrollable lurch, and in a few seconds the shell stopped 
turning. I saw that one of the pivots had become bent over, by 
y:elding of the copper shell in the neighbourhood of the stiff 
pivot-carrying disk, soldered to it, showing that the liquid had 
exerted a very strong couple against its containing shell, in a 
plane through the the effort to resist which by my hands 
ha·l bent the pivot. The shell was refitted with more strongly 
attached pivots, and the experiment has been repeated seven-.! 
time;. ln every case a decided uneasiness of the framework is 
perceived by the person holding it in his hand> during the 
s,;inning; and as soon as the coni is cut and the person holding 
it curies it towards the experimental table, the framework 

as it were, to wriggle round in his hands, and by tbe time 
framework is placed on the table the rotation is nearly all 

gone. Its utter failure as a gyrostat i' precisely what was ex
pected from the theory, and presents a truly wonderful contrast 
from what is ob;erved with the apparatus and operations in every 
resDect similar, except having an oblate instead of a prolate shell 
to c:mtain the liquid. 

1 Instead of using a long cord first w .. und on a bobbin, and finally wound 
up en the circumference of the largewhed as described m NATURE, f'ebruary 
x. 1877, p. 297, 1 have since found it m 1Jre convenient to use an endless 
cord little more than half round the c .rcumference of the large wheel, and 
leso; than half round the circumference of the V pulley of the gyrvstat: an1 
t J keep it tight enough to exert whatever t3.ng_ential force on the V pulley is 
desired by the holding the framework m his hand. After continumg 
t,e spinning by turning the fly-wheel f or as long a time as is judged proper, 
the en::lless c : nl i:; cut with a pair of scis!:ors and the gyrostat released. 

ON A DISTURBING INFINITY 
RAYLEIGH'S SOLUTION FOR 
A PLANE VORTEX STRATUM 

IN LORD 
WAVES IN 

I r.i the paper in last week's NAT UR E under this heading by Si•· 
William Thomson, the lower part of the illustration was 

inadvertently turned round at the last moment by the printer; 
the cut should staud as follows:-

---------------·------
SARGASSCJJI 

HIS :paper opens with 3; of ,tl:e value of the 
. spectes -!arg_assum bacciferum, the particular species of 

thts genm whtch IS well known as the Gulf-weed. The author 
C?nsiders the floating plants to which this name"i has been 
gtven are stmply fragments of many varieties or species of 
S.argassum! more particularly of S. vulgare. In snpport of thi; 
v1ew he pomts out that, from the accounts of nearly all autho··s 
who have examined specimens, it appears that the lower part 
the stem had been broken across, and that· it is therefore fair to 

they belong to plants which are rooted under 
mary This conclusion had been already 

arnved at by Run.phm,, C. Agardh, Rennell, Humboldt, and 
more recently by G. von Martens ; but of the,e writers nenneH 
and Humb)ldt of opinion that the floating fragments continue 
to grow, and m thxs they agree with Thunberg-, Meyen, and 
Harvey. Dr. Kuntze contends that there is not sufficient evidence 
forthcoming to the correctness of this view. He urge; 
that, even adm1ttmg. that some growth takes place, it is only 
temporary, that tt therefore affords no ground for regarding 
these as plant•. The only other cases of growth of Fuci 
when flo:;mg br, Mac;ocystis pyrifira (Sir Jo>eph 
Hooker, Flora Antarctica, vol. z.), and by Fucus vesicu!osus 
(Mr. Moseley, by a. Na,turalist on the Challenger"), and 

Dr. Kunt7e s ohjectwns apply to these also. The 
question naturally anses as to "hether these floating plants arc 
actively living, or are dying, or dead. 

In the case ?f Sargassum Dr. Kur_tze considers that their bright 
yello"': colour IS due to changes place, either preliminary 
to or m consequence of death, m the brown colourin<Y-matter 
of the attached forms to which he believes the floating 
belong, Mr. Moseley, however, is of opinion that this is the 
natural colour of these whilst living. It does not appear 
that any such d1fference m colour has been noticed in attacl:ed 
and floating specimens of Macrocystis or of Fucus and this is a 
fact which is not i? harmony with Dr. Kuntze's respecting 
Sargassum. A gam, the general ob.;ervation that these floatin·r 
Fuci have no nrgans offers a further difficulty which 
they do not explam. Dr. Kuntze encleavonrs to meet the clifli
culty by he has found receptacles occasionally in 
free-_s,nmmmg and he gives figures of two plants 
beanng them; but neither from the fi7ures nor from his account 
?f them _is it possible to conclude with" certainty that the bndie.; 
m questton are really of a reprvdnctive nature; and be explains 
the usual absence of the,e organs in the floating individuals bv 
suggesting that the receptacles, being the most fragile parts of 
the. plant, are the most readily destroyed, and' further that", 
owmg to the small number of air-cbambe•s with which they 
are provided, they would sink on becomina detached. In 
this case, as in that of the colon:, these explan:tions respecting 
Sargassum wlll become valtd when they are found to hold 
good of Macrocy, tzs and of Fucus It is apparent that the 

1 "Rev:sion von Sargas -um und das !'ogenannte !' Von 
Dr .. O.tto Kuntze (E1zg!er's botauische 'Ja,'trbiicllcr, Bd. i. Heft iii., 
L e;p z1g, Engelmar.n.) 
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